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Betatrons have the advantages of small size, lightweight, and simple operation. They are
widely used in non-destructive testing, cargo, and vehicle safety inspection systems. Magnetic
field distribution is an essential parameter of betatrons and has been investigated via experimental methods. Recently, simulations have been performed for the magnetic field distribution generated by different magnetic pole parameters. In this study, the finite element method
is employed to simulate the magnetic field distribution. The effects of the different magnetic
end face opening angles, pole protrusion sizes, number of central magnetic pads, and magnetic pole bottom width on the magnetic field distribution are simulated. Based on the simulation results, magnetic poles are developed, and the magnetic field distribution is measured
by a gauss meter. The relative error of the measured and simulated equilibrium orbit is 2.1 %,
and the relative error of the magnetic field decay index is 3.3 %. The magnetic field distribution can satisfy the essential conditions that the magnetic field at equilibrium orbit of the betatron is equal to half of the average magnetic field within equilibrium orbit and the magnetic
field decay index is greater than 0 and less than 1. The results show that the finite element simulation method and established model have high reliability and effectively improve the design
accuracy of magnetic poles.
Key words: betatron, magnetic field, magnetic pole, finite element

INTRODUCTION
Betatrons are devices used to generate high-energy electron beams and X-rays [1]. Since Kerst [2-4]
developed the first betatron in 1940, numerous studies
have been conducted on betatrons. Betatrons are
widely used in non-destructive testing, cargo, and vehicle security inspection systems, and industrial X-ray
imaging systems due to their advantages of small size,
lightweight, simple operation, no requirement for water cooling, and low cost [5-8].
The core component of a betatron is a magnetic
pole (MP) [9]. The MP face shape directly determines
the change law of the magnetic field (MF) at the betatron air gap, and electrons are accelerated under the
MF at the air gap. An ideal selection of the magnetic
end face shape can make the MF produce a stable focusing force on electrons [4] and directly affect the
* Corresponding author, e-mail: qil@ecut.edu.cn

number of electrons captured [10-13] and accelerated
as well as the intensity of the bremsstrahlung [14] generated by the betatron. Although many researchers
have focused on the parameter improvement of magnetic end faces, the magnetic end face shape is determined using an electrolytic cell model and a gravity
model [9], and errors generated using the model test
can reach 20-30 %. Using simulation methods, the influence of MP face shape on the corresponding orbit
[15] and the MF decay index can be more extensively
investigated than using experimental methods.
In this study, the finite element analysis method
[16] is employed to establish an MP model of betatron,
simulate the spatial distribution of the MF, and optimize the MP shape. The MP were developed based on
the simulated data and the MF distribution was measured by a gauss meter. The effects of different magnetic end face parameters on the equilibrium orbit and
MF decay index are discussed.
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METHODOLOGY

Geometric model parameters
The magnet structure of a betatron adopts a
[-shaped magnetic circuit structure [17]. Figure 1 depicts the cross-section of the magnet structure, which
is mainly divided into MP, a horizontal magnetic yoke,
a vertical magnetic yoke, and a central magnetic pad.
Electrons move under the MF at an air gap between an
upper MP (UMP) and a lower MP (LMP). The core of
the magnet structure is the MP, and the UMP and LMP
face shapes directly determine the MF distribution
(MFD) [18-20]. The main parameters of the MP model
are as follows: the diameter, the height, the distance
between the UMP and LMP, and the diameter of the
central magnetic pad, and they are 170 mm, 97 mm,
32 mm, and 70 mm, respectively. The MP, yoke, and
central magnetic pad are made of silicon steel sheets.
SIMULATION MODEL

To increase the filling factor of the gap between the
UMP and LMP, four central magnetic pads with a thickness of 5 mm were selected in the initial simulation, and
the FR4 fibreboard was used for insulation between
magnetic pad pairs. The number of turns of the excitation
winding [3] was 70 turns, and the number of turns was
8-8-7-6-6 from the inside to the outside. This layout was
used to prevent the coil from blocking the X-ray output
from the betatron. The simulation geometric model
adopts the central 2-D rotational axisymmetric model,
which simplifies the geometric structure complexity in
the simulation software, and the model conforms to the
geometric structure of the actual betatron design. The
model simulation calculation uses the electromagnetic

Figure 1. Magnet structure

field physical interface of the alternating current/direct
current module of the COMSOL software [21], and the
established simulation model is shown in fig. 2.
In fig. 2, the orange, yellow, brown, and light
blue domains are the silicon steel sheet, coil, central
bolt, air domain, and infinite element domain, respectively. In the simulation calculation, the coil model
adopted a single-wire coil group model, and the coil
excitation current was 200 A. The mesh sequence type
was set to physics control mesh, and the mesh size was
set to a finer.
FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION

Influence of magnetic end
face opening angle
The MF used by the betatron is a constant gradient MF. Only by selecting appropriate parameters can
the electrons be accelerated in a stable orbit and gener-

Figure 2. Simulation model
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ate a stable focusing force for electrons. The constant
gradient MF is rotationally symmetric to the z-axis,
and the MF is symmetrical up and down to the central
plane of z = 0. Additionally, the change of the axial
component of the MF in the air gap between the UMP
and LMP with radius r must satisfy the following
C

(1)
rn
where n is the MF decay index and C is the constant. To
make the electrons meet the focusing requirements
and avoid resonance due to axial and radial vibrations,
the MF decay index should satisfy the condition of
0.5 < n < 1 [2, 4]. If the MF strength (MFS) on the equilibrium orbit of electron motion is H0, eq. (1) can be
expressed as follows
Hz =

n

ær ö
(2)
H = H0ç 0 ÷
è rø
According to the requirement of stable motion of
electrons on the equilibrium orbit, the MFS on the
electron equilibrium orbit should be equal to half of
the average MFS inside the orbit at any time; i. e., the
condition of 2:1 [2, 4] must be satisfied, as follows
H0 =

H0
2

3

that conforms to eq. (5) in the actual machining process. However, because the curvature of the curve
generatrix is not large, the curved surface can be considered a plane in the simulation calculation, and the
angle between the plane and horizontal plane is q
(shown in fig. 3).
The angle q directly determines the MFD law.
According to the geometric model in fig. 3, the MFD
along the radial direction of the central plane is calculated when the angle q is 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, and 30°
(shown in fig. 4).
From fig. 4, the MFS gradually decreases with
an increase in q, especially in the range of the MP air
gap, the decrease is more pronounced. When the angle
q exceeds 20°, the MF falls rapidly at the air gap,
changing the MF, which cannot satisfy eq. (3). In the
electron acceleration region, the distribution of the average MFS value when q is 5°, 10°, and 15° is shown
in fig. 5.
In fig. 5, the intersection point between the MFS
curve and the average curve is the point where the ra-

(3)

The MFD should satisfy eqs. (2) and (3) simultaneously; thus, the MF should only be established
within the range of the air gap between the UMP and
LMP according to the variation law of eq. (2). To ensure that the MF at the air gap changes according to eq.
(2), the two opposite magnetic end faces of the UMP
and LMP should have a certain special shape.
Because the magnetic permeability of the MP
silicon steel sheet is much larger than that of air, most
magnetic resistance of the entire magnet is concentrated in the air gap between the MP, so it can be approximated that the MP surface is equipotential [22].
Thus, we have
(4)
l0 H 0 m = lx H mx

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of MP

where lx and Hmx are the length of the MF lines and
MFS in the air gap at the radius rx, respectively and l0
and H0m are the length of the MF lines and MFS, in the
air gap at the equilibrium orbit r0, respectively. Because the curvature of the MF lines in the air gap between the MP is minute, the length of the MF lines and
the air gap between the MP differ by no more than 1-2
%. From eqs. (2) and (4), we have
n

ær ö
(5)
d x = d 0 çç x ÷÷
è r0 ø
where dx and d0 are the sizes of the air gap between the
MP at the radius rx and equilibrium orbit r0, respectively. According to the relational expression given by
eq. (5), the UMP and LMP faces should be curved surfaces. It is difficult to manufacture a curved surface

Figure 4. MFD with different opening angles of MP
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Figure 5. Distribution map of the average value of the
MF

Figure 7. Distribution of MF lines of force with MP
opening angle of 10°

dius of the electron equilibrium orbit is located.
Clearly, the intersection point only exists when the angle is 5° and 10°, and the two curves have no intersection point when the angle is 15°, which does not satisfy
the requirements. The MFD near the equilibrium orbit
when the angle is 5° and 10° is shown in fig. 6.
When q was 5°, the MF decay index n near the
equilibrium orbit was 0.331. At this time, n < 0.5, which
contradicts 0.5 < n < 1. When q was 10°, n = 0.748,
which satisfies 0.5 < n < 1, so the optimal opening angle
of the MP face should be approximately 10°. The distribution of MF lines when q is 10° is shown in fig. 7.
From fig. 7, the MF lines at the air gap between
the MP are bent outward into a barrel shape [15], and
the generated MF is a drum-shaped field, which meets
the focusing requirements of electrons.

extent. From fig. 7, some magnetic lines of force penetrate the coil from the edge of the MP to the yoke, and
the closer they are to the edge of the MP angle, the
more profound they are, causing the MF intensity to
fall rapidly near the edge.
To compensate for the MFL at the pole edges, a
special protrusion can be used on the pole edges. The
structure of the protrusion edge is shown in fig. 8,
where h and w are the height and angle of the protrusion edge, respectively. The MFD with and without
protrusion are calculated in COMSOL (shown in fig.
9).
From fig. 9, at the MP edge, the MFS with the
protrusion is higher than that without the protrusion,
which can effectively compensate for the weakening
of the MFS due to the edge MFL. In the actual MP design, there is no special solution method for the protrusion edge size. Generally, the optimal size is selected
by testing models with different parameters. The protrusion height is generally between 5 mm and 12 mm.
If the protrusion is too high, it will affect the equilibrium orbit. Meanwhile, if the protrusion is too low, the
compensation effect is not obvious. The protrusion angle is generally between 20° and 60°. It increases the
difficulty of processing silicon steel sheets. In

INFLUENCE OF POLE
EDGE PROTRUSION

The changing law of MF at the MP air gap must
satisfy eq. (2). However, owing to the existence of
magnetic flux leakage (MFL) on both sides of the MP
edge, the aforementioned law is affected to a certain

Figure 6. The MFD near the equilibrium orbit: angle: (a) 5°, (b) 10°
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the protrusion structure

Figure 9. The MFD with and without protrusion

COMSOL, the protrusion edge height is set to 5 mm,
and the angle is varied at 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 40°, 45°,
50°, 55°, and 60°. The simulation results are shown in
fig. 10.
From fig. 10, when the protrusion height is constant, the MFD of different protrusion angles is almost
the same, and the protrusion angle insignificantly affects
the MFD. Therefore, in the actual design, considering the
difficulty and weight of MP processing, the angle can be
appropriately selected to be approximately 30°.
The protrusion angle calculated in COMSOL is
30°, and the protrusion heights are 5 mm, 7 mm, 9 mm,
and 11 mm. The corresponding MFD is shown in fig.
11. From fig. 11, the higher the protrusion height, the
greater the MFS at the MP edge is compensated for.
When the height exceeds 9 mm, the MF produces an
obvious protrusion, which seriously damages the MF
according to eq. (2). Therefore, when designing the
protrusion, the height should not exceed 9 mm, it
should be approximately 7 mm.
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Figure 10. The MFD at different angles when the height
of the protrusion is 5 mm

Figure 11. The MFD of different heights when the
protrusion angle is 30°

INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER AND
THICKNESS OF THE CENTRAL
MAGNETIC PAD

To satisfy the condition of an MF of 2:1, the central magnetic pad with a radius rc should have the corresponding MFS Hcm with the equilibrium orbit. In
this part of the inter-pole space, according to eq. (4),
the air gap should satisfy the following
H
(6)
d c = d 0 0m
H cm
To adjust the law that the MF in the ring r0-rc decays exponentially along the radius, the air gap dc
should be divided into several small air gaps. For this
purpose, a special magnetic pad needs to be placed in
the middle of the MP.
A schematic of the structure of placing the central magnetic pad is shown in fig. 12, where dc = d1 +
+.d1+ d1 – the size of the air gap, hb – the thickness of
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the central magnetic pad and dc' is the distance between the UMP and LMP at the radius rc. According to
the schematic, the number of magnetic pads can be calculated using the following
hb =

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the central magnetic
pad structure

d ¢c - d c
mc

(7)

where mc is the number of magnetic pads. Accordingly, only the requirements of the air gap are considered, and the influence of the magnetic pads on the
nearby MF, as well as the equilibrium orbit, is not considered. Further experiments are required to select the
optimal number of magnetic pads. When the number
of magnetic pads calculated in COMSOL is 2, 3, 4, and
5, the MFD law is shown in fig. 13.
From fig. 13, when one and three magnetic pads
are used, the MF lines near the central magnetic pad are
severely distorted, and the distorted MF lines cannot
meet the electronic focusing requirements, so it is impossible to choose less than three magnetic pads. When
four and five magnetic pads are selected, the MFD can
well meet the requirements. At this time, the MFD of
the electronic equilibrium orbit is shown in fig. 14.
From fig. 14, n = 0.563 and 0.502 for four and
five magnetic pads, respectively, both of which meet
the MF focusing requirements. The magnetic pad
comprises multiple silicon steel sheets stacked and
bonded by glue. Considering that the more magnetic
pads there are, the thinner the thickness of a single
magnetic pad will be, which will significantly increase
the processing difficulty of the magnetic pad, choosing four magnetic pads is ideal.
INFLUENCE OF POLE
BOTTOM WIDTH

Figure 13. The MFD of different numbers of magnetic
pads

Because the central part of the MP and magnetic
pad are much heavier in terms of magnetic flux than
the rest of the MP, the MP material cannot be fully em-

Figure 14. The MFD near the equilibrium orbit: (a) 4 magnetic pads, (b) 5 magnetic pads
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Table 1. Equilibrium orbit radius corresponding
to different bH values
bH [mm]
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65

Figure 15. Schematic diagram of optimized magnetic
poles

ployed, thereby dramatically reducing the economy of
the electromagnet of the entire radiator. To exploit the
MP material without destroying the 2:1 and MF focusing conditions, the MP cylinder's bottom width can be
appropriately changed (shown in fig. 15).
In the simulation model parameters, b0 is fixed at
85 mm and the values of bH are set to 83 mm, 81 mm,
79 mm, 77 mm, 75 mm, 73 mm, 71 mm, 69 mm, 67 mm,
and 65 mm in COMSOL. The calculated MFD is shown
in fig. 16.
From the fig. 16, as the value of bH decreases, the
MFS at the central magnetic pad decreases gradually,
while the change in MFS at the MP air gap is small.
This phenomenon will cause a certain deviation from
the equilibrium orbit and insignificantly affect the
MFD law near the equilibrium orbit.
According to the 2:1 condition, the corresponding equilibrium orbit radius is calculated, and the equi-

Figure 16. The MFD when bH is different value

Equilibrium orbit [mm]
65.5
65.7
65.9
66.1
66.7
66.7
67.5
67.7
68.4
69

Error [%]
0
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.8
1.8
3.1
3.4
4.4
5.3

librium orbit radius is 65.5 mm without reducing the
MP cylinder's bottom width, i. e., bH is 85 mm.
From tab. 1, when bH is reduced from 83 to 65
mm, the equilibrium orbit radius gradually increases.
When bH is between 83 and 73 mm, the error of the
equilibrium orbit radius can be kept within 3 %, so the
MP bottom width can be appropriately reduced. The
cylinder radius is approximately 73 mm, which can reduce the MP weight and improve the equipment economy.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Based on the results obtained from the previous
simulations, we developed the corresponding MP using 0.3 mm silicon steel, as shown in fig. 17.
The parameters of the MP and magnetic pad are
shown in tab. 2.
To verify whether the MFD generated by the developed magnetic pole is consistent with the simulation, a magnetic gauss meter is used to test the MFD.
The experimental test structure diagram and test system are shown in fig. 18 and fig. 19.
During the test, the excitation power is used to
supply power to the excitation windings to generate
the necessary excitation current. The Gauss meter
probe measures the MFS point by point along the radial direction in the z = 0 plane. The MFD test results
are shown in fig. 20.

Figure 17. The MP and magnetic pad
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Table 2. The MP parameter
Parameter
Height
Diameter
The MP opening angle
Central air gap height
The MP bottom diameter
Protrusion height
Protrusion angle
Central magnetic pads
Central magnetic pad width
Central magnetic pad thickness

Value
97 mm
170 mm
10°
32 mm
146 mm
7 mm
30°
4
70 mm
5.5 mm

Figure 20. Simulated and measured MFD
Table. 3 Measured and simulated results
Parameter
Measured Simulated Relative error
Equilibrium orbit
65.3 mm 66.7 mm
2.1 %
The MF falling index n 0.59
0.61
3.3 %

Figure 18. Experimental test structure diagram

Figure 19. Experimental test system

The measured results are in accordance with the
simulated. The MFS decreases slightly in the radial direction inside the central magnetic pad, which may be
caused by the unevenness of the silicon steel sheet. In
the electron acceleration region, the measured MFS is
slightly higher than the simulated value. The parameters near the equilibrium orbit are shown in tab. 3.
The relative error of the equilibrium orbit is 2.1 %,
and the relative error of the magnetic field falling index is
3.3 %. Both parameters satisfy the betatron condition.
The results show that the values obtained by the finite element software simulation have high accuracy.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the MF simulation of the betatron
based on the COMSOL finite element simulation software is employed, and the MP is developed. The following conclusions are drawn:
· The optimal magnetic end face opening angle is
10°.
· The MP edge should be designed to be protrusion;
the ideal protrusion height and angle are 7 mm and
30°, respectively; the ideal number of central
magnetic pads between the UMP and LMP is 4;
the MP cylinder's bottom width and radius can be
reduced by 12 mm to maintain an equilibrium orbit change within 3 %.
Using an MP of this shape, the radius of the electron equilibrium orbit is calculated as 66.7 mm, and
the MF decay index near the equilibrium orbit is 0.61.
Based on simulation results, MP is developed and
tested. The relative error of the measured and simulated equilibrium orbit is 2.1 %, and the relative error
of the magnetic field falling index is 3.3 %. The MFD
law satisfies the betatron requirements.
The experimental results prove the accuracy and
feasibility of the proposed simulation method. This
simulation allows researchers to quickly find the optimal design solution when developing new accelerator
models.
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Ci QU, @en-Bo VANG, \in-Haj LI, Haj-Tao VANG, Haj-[eng ^EN, Bin TANG
SIMULACIONA ANALIZA I EKSPERIMENT UTICAJA OBLIKA
MAGNETNOG POLA NA BETATRON MAGNETNO POQE
Betatroni imaju prednosti male veli~ine, male te`ine i jednostavnog rada; oni se
{iroko koriste u ispitivawu bez razarawa sistemima za kontrolu bezbednosti tereta i vozila.
Raspodela magnetnog poqa je bitan parametar betatrona i istra`ena je eksperimentalnim
metodama. Nedavno je simulirana raspodela magnetnog poqa generisana razli~itim parametrima
magnetnih polova. U ovoj studiji kori{}ena je metoda kona~nih elemenata za simulirawe
raspodele magnetnog poqa. Simulirani su efekti na distribuciju magnetnog poqa: razli~itih
uglova otvarawa krajeva magneta, veli~ina ispup~ewa polova, broja centralnih magnetnih podloga
i {irine dna magnetnog pola. Na osnovu rezultata simulacije projektovan je magnetni pol i merena
je raspodela magnetnog poqa gausmetrom. Relativno odstupawe izmerene i simulirane ravnote`ne
orbite je 2.1 %, a relativno odstupawe indeksa raspada magnetnog poqa je 3.3 %. Raspodela
magnetnog poqa zadovoqava bitne uslove da je magnetno poqe na ravnote`noj orbiti betatrona
jednako polovini prose~nog magnetnog poqa unutar ravnote`ne orbite, a indeks opadawa
magnetnog poqa je ve}i od nule i mawi od jedan. Rezultati pokazuju da simulacija metodom kona~nih
elemenata i uspostavqeni model imaju visoku pouzdanost i efikasno poboq{avaju ta~nost
projektovawa magnetnih polova.
Kqu~ne re~i: betatron, magnetno poqe, magnetni pol, metoda kona~nih elemenata

